
WNDAMENTAL NOTIONS 

l) A sentence “always refers to something in reality, an 
mental aktitude of the speaker towards this something. So it has always a WQ 
words, and it has always a definite intonation. . . .This may be called the law 

stratn of the sentence”. .A. de koot, %wtwd hzguistiGs and Synt 
d 5 (~9~9~, p. 3. 
illem de Groat, C~~ss~f~c~tio~ of Ciases a& Uses o/ Cases, For I~l~vnan 

ague 1956, p. 189 (diagram). 
rm now used ‘by Dse Groat ; it re laces his older ter ‘“word- 

ation of Wow!-Groups, Lingua VI (1 
term “‘connection” here in acco me with Anton 
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of those words. The group character of a construction manifests itself 
in one or more of such features as fixed order and relative cohesion of 

ers of the construction (red roses), and concord, government 
or cross-refe nce 6) between the members (that table / those tables’, I 
hit him / he me, Johrt his knif& / Mary h knife). R syntactic con- 

ection between words or other meaningful elements takes the form 
of a greater or lesser coq5zclsiort in the selection of $31163 meaningful 
element in the neighbourhood of another pertaining to the same 
sentence. As an example, consider the sentence the birds aw @wting 

ers. There is a strong compulsion in the selection of the 
thers, insofar as the majority of other nouns yield 

sentences of vanis~n~ly small applicability; therefore we say that 
ere is a syntactic connection between preening and fe~~#s; it 

ars that this is also true of birds and pree&g, and birds and 
W. It also appears from this example that syntactic connection 

ay exist between ele ents not forming an immediate constituent on 
y level of analysis. aving thus established the notion of syntactic 

ay now define a construction as a connection between 
elements, which concurs with the group character of 

those elements. 
ion between words often depends on the 

s, i.e. on the selection of a partic eakng. 
ch construction de verovering vm de stad 

’ the first noun by another, say mzcren 
n, as proved by the fact that 
cress the former carnot : 

de ve4weri+zg is van de stad 

of ias a free (i.e. non- 

combination iu 

ate sentence constituents. 



sentence const 
as "time of utterance". 

To illustraoe t s notion of actuaIity, we may c pare the two sentences 

you go&g to do? and I mked J to tell me wftat ha was 

do do. IQ the fimt specimen, three parts of the word material are localized on the 

line of actuali’ty, in the second only one, viz. the entire word material of the 

sentence. 

mm that of a 

language where an opposition of this sort exists) in t 
dependent on the level of actuality: in , for instance, an ~~f~u~t~ve 
(unlike a noun) enters into combination with a subor 
e.g. slapen, ter&jZ de artderelz moetert zrmerken, is 0 
noun &a+ (not to speak of more typical nouns as 
be impossible or very unusual. In our horses ran 
horses has a contextually corlditione~~ %exica 
term “actor function”. As the context in OP,IB 
verb group ran away, is an immediate con-tit 

ate this form of con~tioni~g as ~ct~~~~~ 

pplying this notion, we can define the stru 
e selzte%ce (“zinsdelen”) as the result of the ~on~ur~e~ce o 

actualized le cal meaning (e.g. actor fun~etion, 
recipient function) with group character: i 
expression ozcy Aorses is 
permutable in the senten 
performs actor function. 
meaning of a wor 
meaning (cf. what 

g 364. (p. 99) and 5 392 (p. 121). 
7: This term is modeled after 1 artinet’s ~‘act~a~~z~tio~” ; see fn. 8. 

e&s de lingztistiq 
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It may be remarked in passing tha? the notion of actualization corre~pnds 

exactly to Trubetzkoy’s “types de neutralisation conditis.,ues par le contexte” @) . 

n general, the syntactic connection betwee 
construction depends both upon the lexical me 
and on the level of actuality: in the latter case, w 
construction, otherwise the const 
static construction may also be ca 

Since constructions, like words, enter into combination. with one 
another, it follows that a construction, like the lexical meaning of its 
members, will occupy efinite position relative to other constructions 

me sentence. J~hlz Rif tize ball the two constructions “actor 
g action” a “action performed on object” are connected 

by means of the verb t (which accordingly contains two connection 
terminals) so as to form a combination, in which the former con- 
struction occupies the position of the center, the latter the position 

Constructions are found to be of two fundamental types, which we 
nce with established phonologic terminology, ~~he~e~~ 
n inherent construction can be corn 

ree levels of actuality, lexical 
construction in addition involves the feature of * 

sing what is sometimes called “deixis” ; see further 
anifested by the accentual pattern of a construction, 
e concomitart tone contour. For instance, the differ- 

structians of John did it and JOHN did it (with 
rench Jealz l’a fait and c’esl Jealz q 

e constructions of Jo n (rising) died 
eet VIS and Jzij EET de vis, ultimately 
it is clear that this feature 
are intrinsically ‘inaccented 

or stand in opposition to sue 

e referential or attitudinal (or both) ; 

ith limitation, while the 
contours (rising, falling, 

oy, P~incipes de konokogie (Trad. J. Cantineatu), Paris, 



major terminal or M&Y and a nor terminal or 
may be gredicative or attrihtive 
ze ~~~~w~e~ ioflg ‘they 
struction ze . . . jang, in 

can figure as an att 

figures as an attitudinal adjunct 

have t 

construction : 

construction ty aracteristic fe~t~~~ 0 
~O~st~~~t~Q~ 

inherent . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . grou xacter 
re~~r~~t~a~ . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . ~~~~tat~o~ 

prosodic 
nal . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . expressive 

__. . ___-_- 

10) Dwight L. Bolinger, Genernl;it?., Gradiewe, and the A&or-Mane, ‘s-Graven- 

hage 1961, p. 33, where the term “expressive lengthening” is used. 
11) Bloomfield, Language, 112.11. 
12) De Groat, Scientific G~a~~~~ of vesed-Day English, Vancouver 1 

p. 99 and id., Classification oj IVort2-Grow~!~, p. 131. 



vels, we now 
titudinal con 

IC AND STATIC PROSODIC CONSTRWCTIONS 

We have distinguished above between dynamic and static con- 
structions. 

A djrnamic referential c struction is characterized by the fact 
that the center and the a net belong to different sentence con- 

al construction t 
anscends the boundary between subject and predicate 

transcends the 
etween object and object predicate of the sentence. 

ential construction, e.g. tk red roses, Dutch z’n t~eedeirzan 

e same distinction applies to attitudinal constructions. In ex- 

static type. A notable 

: beside 1~ terribly d&l evehg we find nothing 
eeteniq droll, beside die bliksemse joltgen nothing 

sentence constituents. 
ith a “‘modal” adverb, e.g. perhaps 

he combination 

may draw attention 
is always accompa- 

hereas a dynamic attitudinal 



ese constructions see 

(i j The members are in contact 

norndy precedes 
nomdy follows. 

(3) The center of a refer 
nation of a noun with prec 

categories may be said, in fact,, 
noun expressions, 
do not always take a determiner, can 
Johz, for instance, as definite, 

th such words as 
constitute a s 

erefore call their comm 

as 
as definite or i 

13) N : noun, A : adjective, 
P : preposition, 0 : adverb. 

14) Bloomfield, op. cit., 12.14. 

15) ibid. 
16) ibid. 



we find side by side he8 w 

is flatly impossible with a descript 

f&l of &xx&; further: a ths of beaacty, a will of iros (as against a* irofl 

he structural difference between these two subtypes of the re- 

osition or equivalent) 17). 
e summed up as follows: 

scriptive adjunction 

_-_I_ 

s mw-y reaon to in sition as one between a positive 
ends. . . , 4.20, where 

avec “un &ment 

stem moj- belongs to the 
ego ‘his’), while the endin 



referential co section cone Wit it&ion. . . (1) 

This is not the only w to factorize the phrase. For instance, 
is to be described as a t olcrr ~~~~~e~, the phrase leve 
from the concurrence o up character (f 2) wit an inherent c 
uiz. the connection bet en the finite verb and one of its primary nominal 
complements, C.Q. the subject. A t wa:y of factorizing the phrase would be to 
describe it as the concurrence of an a~it~d~~al connection with an expressive 
device (0 2). 

5. A~~ALGAIv~~TI~N 

structions is further 
recess of smantic 

gtM& 19) we read ab 

d’une influence mut 

a fresh hemkg and 12 red ~e~~~~g, OI 
and bl~we bonen ‘bl 
each pair appears to 
lexicon, wherea. in 

de: we have befs 

eve bomw is mate 

or singular, with ego ‘ 0~ ii% ‘their’, whose stem is in t 
al while the ending belongs to e genitive category. ut this 

stinction is perhaps not aralleled by differences in syntactic bebaviour between 
oa etc. and ego etc. 
10) 4.14 (p. 11 l-1 12). 



hrase constituents in this case are not 
bulary, but merely are phonolo 

pendent parts of the expression of a single lexical item. 
Now it appears that the combina ons susceptible of amalgamation 

are always of the referential type. deed, when an attitudinal con- 
st~ctio~ is subjected to semantic amalgamation, the attitudinal 
function vanishes (if we may use this “diachronical” terminology). 

ch mentions some striking examples in Russian: the elements 
’ otherwise an imperative), by to nz’ bylo (wit 

d kakby, kak budto, budto by, show the typical symptoms 
on and at the same time are devoid of modality, as 

the use of e.g. kakby with in cative in a sentence like 
nown example from Latin is the 

ression nescio quo mod0 zaj requires the subjunctive mood 
en quo modo is a normal word combination, whereas it does not 

icular modal category when nescio quo modo is amalga- 
ated: +-tescio quo mode hoc fecerit ‘I do not know how he did it’ vs. 

red herring and blauwe bonen we 
e to apply expressive lengthening 

01: is not actually selected from the lexicon. Thus 
gamated, as proved by 

e, etc., cannot be pronounced with lengthened second 
same word in a non- 



ation is obviously a form of neu 
by the structure of the phrase as a whole ; we ay compare this 

de ~e~tra~jza~io~ _ . . 
e structure her sists in 8 combination 

(5 2), such that the result is an ele 
combination of the semantic ele position before the center 
of the phrase, and of the semantic element “bonen” in e position of center, 

semantic element “‘blauwe bone 
ow its use in a larger expression). We ca 

evrdocent~ic. 

The result of t 

endocentric neu 

may be summarize by two e¶uatio~s: 

where the symbol 0 in the right member of ( 

mated attitudinal const ction is not illustrate 

6. REI;ERENTIA,LANDATTITWDINALI;UN~TIONQFSENTENCE~NTONATION 

Tf VW follow e Groat in Zk.SSig 
elusively attitu nal function 25)) 
will have to be evaluated as attitudin 

the tone con 
which emphasis is manifested in 
Dutch, and Russian, is a typical feature 
structions, and consequently rath 
be described as “tone deixis”. Such 
Consider, for insta 

24) Pvincipes. . . , p. 247. 
25) See Strtrciura& Linguistics and §y~t~ct~c Laws, p. 3, and 

Gmeml Linguistics, ch. “The Sentence” ; a similar view is ex 
OVCP Act pt~sona:b aspect 8% het t~~lgeb~~~~, 
where we read : ‘“De zinsklankvor heeft, linguistisch 
jectieve”, geen ’ ‘z elijke” inroad : hij “noemt” niet ( _ . .) : 

hJorder de persoonlijke, ook intentionele, mo 
spreker over”. 

26) Inasmuch. as emphasis is treated in the Prilzcipes as p 
presentat.ve”, p. 16-- Cf. Reichling’s critic 
s”-versch jnselen die e zinsmelod~e op 

stellun~sfu?~ktic~:~” D . . “. 
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‘they stayed a long time / . . .remained is expression can be 
interpreted either as the emphatic form of ze &j9z lctng gebldve~, where 
gebZeve~ is’ an independent verb and kwg an adverb, or as a non- 
emphatic sentence, with gebZtwert figuring as a copula and Za;ng as its 
complement: precisely the same tone contour is used in emphasis as 
in the normal realization of a construction ‘copula-complement’. On 
the other hand, emphasis also has a clear-cut attitudinal function, 
inasmuch as it calls the listener’s attention to some particular word or 
word group, and often answers to a preceding interrogative sentence. 

e conclude, then, that in emphasis, just as in interrogation (see $7) 
the intonation stratum performs bot referential and attitudinal 

be added that in any sentence the intona 
atures marking off the lesser units inclu 

difference between emphatic and non-emphatic sentences 
concerns the syntactic status of the two functions under study: in an 

over the attitudinal 
relationship holds. 

t say that each of the sentence types in question contains the 
As a simple illustration, 

ates the attitudi~~ catego (e.g. the indicative contained 

as a subject, is subordinate in the transformed original 
the predicate, and hence the cent 

tone contour on ba~ke 

th inherently unaccente 

propoun can Stoddard Wo 
ental Co~§t~~ct~~ns~ 



into two sets may be compare obson’s “‘connectors” an 

7. &-E12_I)LAq?/r GF p~FOD=~-rar AND ._...w L - _____ _._- 
1 UJ. bI.LiL-4 1 I.nL ATT~TIUJJ~NAL ruNCIION IN 

DYNAMIC CONSTRUCTIONS 

The semantic inte ation of a tone tour depends to 
extent 3n the nature of e word material u 
for instance, the Dut esGons gesch 
and go Set de nis /ya L!j/ ‘you see tbe niche’ : Ule tone contours 
are exactly dentical, yet only the 1as.t utterance is inte 
statement a out something. Tnis i~ter~retati~~ is norm 
the word mat.erial contains a finite verb as its CC-1ntraE. or c 
eletient. 

Now a finite verb always constitutes (in any language w 
makes sense to spea of‘ a finite ver ) the central or c 
member of an in ause (basic favorite sentence t 
because, among ot he 

positions as IwelL Ye 

he expressions of the form 
prepositionaI expressions of th 

resemble in s 
N (cf. $4) : in 

is a character&c member (Vf, 

28) Roman Jakobson, Shifters, Verb 
arvard Univmsity 
29) Vf indicates a f 



without the other member, in 
moreover, the members in the two 

ctions are both “exocentric 
ot). As concerns the differences, we obwttre, firstly, that M Vf 

contains a referential connection, which can be made mani 
nalizing transformation : thus PJI Vf -+ 

baked I+ the ba~k~~~ dogs; or 8 Vf 0 -+ NO 
. . . o indicate subject and object position, respectively), e.g. 

amtd, t 
~0~~ legs of the table. We are thus led to describe the expressions 

ence of a referenti connection in an exocentric 

The occurreuce of a refW&&ia! coniiectiou in an exocentric expression is 
of Trubetzkoy’s “types de neutralization . . . w+aditi 

. The neutralization here consists (as in the case of a 
in the fact that the expression as a whole transcends the selection of the 

e referential function cannot be said to be performed by 
ind~v~dnal segment, but is rather distributed over the whole expression 

ve statement equally applies). The structure 
defined as a combination of elements in two 

V- in ow korsss vczw awcay), such that the result 
e position, which differs from t 

osition is represented by the finite ending -f). 

mic referential construction is 
onstruction, in this sense that 

e&ion is as a 



ar modd functio 

fimction of a word of 

sentence, the actu 



an opposition of 
~re~~i~~ statenle~ts 

exocentric neutra~zation of referenti function = - ac 
function . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ere the difference in sign bet en the left and ri 
ation points to ihe fact that, if the re ntial adjun 

the “propos”, the wordgroup with actualized attitudinal function 
belongs to, or figures as, the ‘“theme” of the sentence, and vice versa. 

n equation of approximately converse form: 

izatisn of attitudinal unction = Xtu 
tnction . . . d/ . . e . . . . . . . . . . 

ears to be equally valid. To demonstrate this, we first note that 

e can even combine t 

Vf $5) is as a whole 



cit., 2.51. 


